
CUSTOMER DRIVEN MARKETING STRATEGY

Focusing on the needs of your customers is crucial for effective marketing, and your customer-centric campaign should
have elements identifying your target.

Using Customer Feedback Use feedback from your customers to make changes or improvements to help you
continue to meet customer needs in the future. You may be able to meet this need by offering free deliveries or
extended hours of operation. Three key tips we like from Top 5 Takeaways from Customer Driven: If you
want an amazing customer experience, you need to empower your employees to deliver them Unified CRM
technology aids employees in delivering intelligent customer engagement Empowered employees can inspire
brand loyalty Cost: FREE. You can find some market research online, often at no cost, identifying consumer
and demographic trends. Implement a referral program where customers are rewarded for sending new
business your way by giving them additional discounts or free merchandise. His LikeableLocal blog post,
How Brands Can Use Social Media to Create a Customer-Driven Focus, takes a look at just how far-reaching
a bad customer service experience can be for an organization and the steps companies should take to avoid
creating a negative experience for customers when they are online. For example, your customers may indicate
that they want a cleaner store, a different product mix or a better customer return policy. As a result, you waste
less time and money trying to reach unlikely prospects. Three key tips we like from Activate Data to Engage
the Right Individual: Marketers must reach customers at the individual level with strategies that center on
personal interactions Data-driven marketing is critical to creating effective personalized communication
Organizations must have in-depth data that is actionable if they are going to create engaging, personalized
content Cost: FREE angelabandlow Software marketing executive with a passion for helping companies grow
their businesses via CRM and social media marketing, Angela Bandlow shares her Microsoft Dynamics
article, Top 5 Takeaways from Customer Driven. As such, your marketing strategy should be geared toward
reaching those who would benefit the most from your product or service. This isn't an option only available to
large merchants; even a medium sized business can offer an attractive awards program. As Hirsch suggests,
using a technology platform to manage customer data is more important now than ever before. Make any
necessary changes and use your marketing strategy to get the word out to show that you're focused on serving
your customers. A customer-driven marketing strategy includes elements like identifying your target market
and reacting to their needs. Their case study on NakedWines. It should also detail ways to retain customers
and use them to help you gain additional business. While it is geared toward tech CMOs, their advice to focus
on customer engagement is applicable to anyone looking to create a successful customer-driven marketing
strategy. Their Growing Your Business white paper, Customer Engagement: Reaping the Rewards of Digital
Outreach, points to listening to customers and filling their needs as a key component of building a
customer-driven marketing strategy. Three key tips we like from Customer Engagement: Reaping the Rewards
of Digital Outreach: Make listening to the customer the heart of all you do The more you listen to customers,
the better your chances of correctly identifying their needs and then filling them Better data on customer
behaviors and desires is critical for listening to them and then delivering solutions to meet their needs Cost:
FREE Avaya With Avaya, companies go into the world of business communications. Encourage your existing
customers to spread the word about your business to gain new customers. Three key tips we like from Turn
Your Company into a Customer Driven and Employee Centered Business: Consider the attitudes, beliefs,
character traits, and habits of executives in relation to employees and then with customers Be wary of direct
and indirect friction points Be sure the majority of your customers come from warm referrals Cost: FREE
RosettaMktg An agency focused on customer engagement, Rosetta connects data, engaging experiences, and
technologies to create meaningful relationships with customers to drive business. Three key tips we like from
How Technology Marketers Can Better Engage Customers: Marketers should be more insightful to engage
more deeply with audiences Rather than feel as though you need to be everywhere to reach customers, focus
on the moments when customers want to engage and the ones that have the most positive impact on
conversions or relationship building Consistently engaging customers with relevant content at the right
moments is key Cost: FREE HarvardBiz The Harvard Business Review is a leading destination for smart
management thinking. Suppose your initial research tells you that your customers are extremely interested in
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receiving a high level of service. Satisfied customers are more likely to be repeat customers and to steer new
business to your enterprise. One of his tips is to create a frictionless customer experience, and he includes
embedded video in the article to help illustrate his points.


